
 
 
Internship with responsibilities and good learning perspectives 
 
InterCollege is a new started social enterprise aiming to promote internationalization. InterCollege is among others, 
helping Danish NGOs and Municipalities to develop EU applications in the field of EuropeAid, Lifelong Learning, Youth in 
Action and others. We are now looking for interns who can undertake an independent responsibility to design and 
develop EU applications. 
 
InterCollege can offer you unique experience in working with EU-applications and for the right candidate there are good 
possibilities to get employment after ended internship. 
 
We can offer: 
- Experience of designing an EU-application from idea, over design to application 
- Support and advice from an experienced mentor. 
- A little group of very devoted colleagues. 
- Good chances for the right candidate to gain study- or project employment for project implementation. 
- Good chances to participate in different trainings, seminars and meetings all over Europe. 
 
The candidate should: 
- Be fluent and well formulated in English OR Danish. 
- Be good to structure a text. 
- Be dedicated to the work. 
 
If you are selected as an Intern in InterCollege, we will together look at the different “calls for project proposal” that are 
open or will be opened. Simultaneously we will look at the portfolio of customers and we will together draft a concept 
note. If the customer is accepting the concept note, you will start to design the project. You will, throughout the process 
be in dialog with your mentor and with the customer. If the project is successful granted, it might create possibility for a 
project employment for you. 
 
InterCollege is not looking for a candidate with a specific study or specialization. We can welcome students from 
Philosophy, Danish, English, Communication, Business Economy, European Studies, Development and International 
Relations, Political Science, Public Administration, Sociology or Geography. If you have another background than those 
mentioned here, you are still more than welcome to contact us for a discussion about the possibilities. 
 
InterCollege has a small office in Aalborg. InterCollege cannot offer any kind of salary. However, travels abroad made for 
the company can be entire or partial reimbursed. 
 
As InterCollege is reacting on different calls coming up, it will be impossible to make an exact plan for the entire 
internship. As InterCollege is a small company up to 30% of the work can consist of tasks connected with other projects 
that those you are responsible for. 
 
If you have any questions about the internship, you are more than welcome to contact Asser Mortensen at 
Asser@InterCollege.info or PH. +45 25149787. InterCollege is very open to take an informal discussion about how an 
internship can be designed to your specific needs and qualifications. 
 
Please send your CV and motivation letter to ana@intercollege.info  
 
Read more about us at www.InterCollege.info. 
 
InterCollege is working with EU funds. Regardless of what sector you will be involved with later, you may at some point 
have to work with EU-Funded projects. All EU program are different, but there are some common features. 
 
Having experience with designing EU-Projects, will make you more attractive for employers and will make your entre to 
the labor market easier. 
 
Together we will make sure that the project is relevant for your study and that you gain exactly the learning that you 
will need in the future. 
 
Selected applicants will be invited for an interview shortly after. In connection with the interview, candidates will be 
asked to demonstrate his/her ability to write, by drafting a text on one or two pages. 
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